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The purpose of this paper is to generalize (see Theorem 1) the results in [5] 
(concerning the calculation of the projective class groups of orders using idelic 
reduced norms) to nonarithmetic orders see also [13, Sect. 31 and to show 
what implications this theory has for the relationship between these groups 
and the Grothendieck groups of these orders. This is a development of methods 
used in my thesis [14] and similar methods may be found employed in [l, 121. 
The paper is concluded by an (arithmetic) example of the use of the idelic 
method, namely, the consideration of ZH, where H, is the quaternion group 
of order 4pn, p odd. (The case p = 2 is treated in [7].) Combined with [6] 
our result for ZH, shows that the Artin root numbers of an H,-extension 
L of Q determine the class of the integers of L as an element of K,(ZH,& . 
After this paper appeared in preprint form Steve Ullom pointed out that 
the original Theorem 3 was false. Investigation of the error has led me to delete 
parts of the paper and to make some additions. To avoid confusion I have not 
renumbered the lemmas. 
Let R be a dedekind ring with field of quotients F. We discuss, for an R-order 
& in a (finite-dimensional) semisimple F-algebra A, various applications of the 
exact sequence [2, IX 6.31 
K(J4 - WA) ---% K,(Ht(d)) P, K,,(d) -=+ K,(A) 
and of its nonprojective counterpart [9] 
(1) 
o--+x(d)-+ K,(A) 6’ K,t(d) Lr, G,(d) % K,(A) __f 0. (2) 
Here K,,(d) and G,(d) are the Grothendieck groups (with respect to exact 
sequences) of (finitely generated) &-projectives and of R-projective d-modules 
(d-lattices), respectively. K,(d) is, to give but one definition, GL(d) 
abelianized. K:(d) and K,(Ht(d)) are Grothendieck groups of R-torsion 
&‘-modules and of those torsion modules of finite projective dimension. We 
define 6 and 6’ as follows. d in K,(A) is represented by (Y E A*; choose an 
r E R\(O) so that ro1 E &’ and then Z N [d/r&] - [&/Y&I. 
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Finally, p’[M] = [P] - [P’] if P and P’ are d-lattices and there is an exact 
sequence 0 -+ P’ + P -+ M--f 0 and p[M] = Cy (- 1)7+1[Pr] if 0 --t P, + 
Pnpl ... + PI -+ M -+ 0 is an &-projective resolution of M. X(d) = ker 6’. 
The kernel of K&Z’) --j K,(A); the special projective cZass group of SZ’, is 
written x0(&) and the kernel of G,(d) - K,(A) is written G,,(d). The 
obvious forgetful morphism from sequence (1) to sequence (2) allows us to 
conclude that im(K,(&)) C X(d) and induces a morphism between the exact 
sequences 
and 
0 + K,(A)/X(d) --f K,yd) -+ c7&zq -+ 0. (4) 
From now on p will always stand for a nonzero prime ideal in R and ( h, 
will denote completion at p. The following lemma is a simple consequence 
of the Chinese remainder theorem and the good localization properties of Ext. 
LEMMA 1. The localization functors: MI-+ M, induce isomorphisms 
and 
If we map the sequence (3) to the product of the local sequences using the 
maps induced by the localization functors Lemma 1 assures us that the center 
term is mapped into the coproduct and, hence, so are the outer terms. Thus 
we obtain the commutative diagram 
&(A) 
O - im(Kr(cc4)) - Klvw4) - R,(d) --+ 0 
4 (5) 
Although K,(A) does not map into the coproduct of the &(A,), the existence 
of the left-hand mapping shows that it does map into 
J&(A) = LI WA,) + n WfG(~p)). 
P P 
(This “idele” group is independent of the choice of &.) We can therefore 
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more comfortably represent the lower left-hand term in diagram (5) as 
JK,(A)/im UK,(&) where 
The snake lemma now gives us the first part of 
PROPOSITION 1. (i) There is an exact sequence 
(ii) Q4 E CW) 0 IJ %(d,), (7) 
P 
where CZ(&), the locally free class group of d, is the kernel of A, ; and 
(iii) Cl(&) = JKd4 
im UK,(&) . im K,(A) ’ (8) 
Proof. Part (i) is clear and gives part (iii). As the K,,(syI,) are free, (ii) also 
follows directly. 
Note. As JZ!~ is complete K&zIp) is free on the indecomposable projectives 
and these correspond to the simple zz+modules. This seems the best way 
of tackling this part of K,(d) [cf. 14, Sect. 21. 
Our next aim is to replace the K-groups in formula (8) by groups of reduced 
norms. 
Write C for the center of A and U for the R-integers in C. 
LEMMA 3. If JZ is a maximal R-order in A then the image of KI(&) in K,(A) 
is KI(A)R , the elements of K,(A) whose reduced norms are in 0. 
Proof. We prove the lemma first for R complete with respect to a discrete 
valuation. After direct sum decomposition and Morita reduction it is sufficient 
to take A to be a division ring. &I is then the unique maximal R-order in A 
comprised of those elements in A with reduced norm in 0 so the lemma is 
clear in this case. The general case now follows from sequence (6). 
Note that Kl(A)R contains SK,(A), the kernel of the reduced norm 
v: K,(A) -+ C*. 
To bring formula (8) into a more manageable form it is necessary to make 
some assumptions about the algebra A. We introduce two conditions: 
S(R, A): SK,(A,) = (0) for all maximal ideals p of R. 
S’(R, &, A): im K,(tip) > SK,(A,) for all maximal ideals p of R. 
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S’ is essentially the condition we need to make Theorem 1 work and is 
weaker than S which is not true in general (see [3]). However, S(R, A) does 
hold in many useful cases, including: 
(i) when A is basically commutative (a sum of matrix rings over fields), 
and 
(ii) when, for all p, R/p is algebraic over a finite field (see [II]). 
S’(R, &, A) is also satisfied if SK,(A,) = (0) for all p where &p is not 
maximal (or indeed hereditary in view of Theorem 2, part (i)). 
We now write U,(d) = n&P* and JR(A) = up Ap* . U,(d). (Note 
that JR(A) is independent of & and U,(d) is essentially independent of R.) 
v denotes the reduced norm. Recall that in the arithmetic case vJ&~) = JR(C) 
and VA* = {c E C* 1 c is positive at quaternionic components of A @Q IX}. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that S’(R, &, A) holds. 
(i) There is an isomorphism, natural with respect to extension of orders, 
8’: vJR(A) N Cl(d). 
VA* VU,(&) - 
(ii) 
where D(d) is the kernel of the extension map Cl(&) + Cl(&) and & a maximal 
order containing &‘. 
(iii) If 93 is an R-order of A containing z&’ then we have an exact sequence 
o- v"R(d) !d' u,(k%) 
O(J4 - O(B) 
+ D(d) ---f D(g) + 0, 
where 
Q(d) = VU,(&) n VA*. 
Proof. (i) For a semilocal order Y, 5* - Kr(Y) is surjective whence 
I = v(K,(F)). S’(R, &, A) tells that the denominator in formula 8 con- 
tains SK,(A,) for all p so that the formula reduces to the one given. 
Examination of the snake map i? in sequence (6) shows that if a! = (ap} E JR(A) 
then a’(~(a)) = [&I - [&I where a& is the set {a E A j a E a&P for all p}. 
The naturahty of a’ is now clear. Parts (ii) and (iii) now follow easily. 
Remark. Clearly vK,(d) C Q(d) and one can easily show that vK,(&) : 
Q(d) if S’(R, &, A) holds. 
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THEOREM 2. 
(9 X(d) I Kl(A)R 2 im K,(d), 
with equality on the left if A is central simple over F and equality on both sides 
if & is hereditary. 
If & is hereditary then 
(ii) ~44 = vJR(A) n u,P), 
Q(d) = dC&t’) = VA* n U*, 
and 
(iii) D(d) = (O}. 
Proof. Clearly K1(A)R > im Ki(&). Let .A! be a maximal order containing ~2. 
The restriction functor from A%’ to & induces a morphism of exact sequences, 
(11) 
0 + X(d) --t K,(A) -+ Z-&Q%‘) -+ G,(d), 
which forces the required inclusion. This will be an equality if the map 0 is 
injective. We claim this is so if A is central simple over F. In this case Kgt(Ap) 
is freely generated by the unique simple &,-module which, having nonzero 
length, has a nonzero image in K,t(~p). This is also free. Thus the components 
of 0: J& K,,t(A!p) -+ up Kt(dV) are injective, hence, so is 8. 
If ~2 is hereditary, sequences (1) and (2) coincide, showing that X(d) = 
i~M4) = ~W>R . Part (ii) is now clear and hence, by Theorem 1, 
D(d) = (0). 
Note. Part (iii) of Theorem 2 generalizes [lo, Theorem 21. 
COROLLARY Let Y(d) = v(X(&‘)) then there is an exact sequence 
Y(d) + v(A*) + - YIR(A) 
I-IP ykq 
+ CQzq + j-J cT,(.csp) + 0. (12) 
P 
Proof. This follows from sequence (4) and Lemma 1 (cf. Proposition l(i)) 
with the observation that, as X(d) S K1(A)R , K,(A)/X(Yoe) G vA*/Y(&). 
We put G,l(&) = ker[G&eZ) -+ J& G&Q]. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that A is a central simple algebra over F. 
(i) If B is an R-order of A containing ~22 then ring extension gives an 
isomorphism between G,,z(&) and G,,z(@. In particular GOz(&) E Cl(&) for a 
maximal order JZ and hence ker[CZ(LcP) + G,,(d)] = D(d). 
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(ii) coker[&(s9) - + 44,(d)] z I&, coker[R,(&p) - G,(.$p)] and 
ker[J&&@‘) - ~&@‘>I = Wf) 0 LIP ker[&$.J -+ G&$Jl- 
Proof. (i) Theorem 2(i) shows that Y&Q = Y(L@& = Y(.MJ and so we 
obtain from sequence (12) that Gal(&) = Gsz(9?) = Go@%‘). It is clear that 
the isomorphism is induced by ring extension (on projectmes). 
(ii) comes from comparing the sequences 
0 -+ C&cd) ---f Izo(d) -+ u lq)(dp) -+ 0 (Proposition 1) 
P 
and 
(a consequence of the corollary). Note that &(dp) is free. 
We now turn to the use of sequence (10) in the determination of kernel 
groups, D(s4). After a short discussion of strategy an example of the method 
of use will be given. 
We suppose &’ C9 @ V with 9 and %? R-orders in B and C such that 
B @ C = A. Sequence (10) becomes 
For all but finitely many p, p1 ,..., pn say, -(s, = BP @ V, and sequence (13) 
reduces to 
---f D(d) + D(Lq @ D(V) --+ 0. (14) 
If ~2 -+ a is surjective and +(&, @) is the kernel of 
(which is surjective here), we have the exact sequence 
Usually one determines a subgroup of +(A, B) (one obvious subgroup is 
v[(l + (LZ?~, n %7, ) n &‘ozp*,1) and so obtains a group whose quotient is the 
kernel of h(d) + D(g @ 9?). 
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In this situation one has the customary Cartesian diagram of rings 
(16) 
where .9 is R-torsion and the primes pr ,..., pn are those dividing the R-order 
ideal of 9. One can apply sequence (13) inductively or successively by splitting 
off direct summands of A; thus, ‘2? is often an order in a simple algebra and in 
finding a subimage of ~$(d, g) we can often apply the following. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let T be a complete discrete valuation ring with field of 
quotients L, maximal ideal 5JJ and residue characteristic p. Let V be a T-order 
in a central simple L-algebra C of degree n2, Let a and 3 be ideals of T and V 
with a # T then 
~(1 + a3) =I 1 + a tr(3) (where tr is the reduced trace) 
z. (i) ar-1 < tr@) where r = p if n > p > 0 and r = n otherwise or ;f (ii) 
an-r < tr(3), n < p and (a) 3 # %’ or (b) there is a proper ideal 3’ of V such 
that tr(3’) = tr(%). 
Proof. Let a E a and X E 3. If xA(X) = X” - X+l tr X + Xrh-2r, + ... + 
Xr,-, + (-1)n r(X) is the reduced characteristic polynomial of X then 
~(1 + aX) = 1 + a tr X + r2a2 + ... + r,-,a+l + v(X)an. By using successive 
Newton’s formulas (see, e.g., [4, p. 1751) we obtain that t!r, is an integer 
polynomial in or ,..., ot where ui is the sum of the ith powers of the roots of 
xA(X) and hence tr(P) = ui . I n each case we deduce that r2a2,..., r,-lan-l E 
a tr(3)q and that v(h)a” E a tr(3). Hence ~(1 + ah) E I + a tr(3). Therefore 
certainly ~(1 + a3) C 1 + a tr@). 
In case (iia) v(h) $ T* and so v(h) E ‘!j3. Hence v(h)a” E ‘$ tr(S)a and this is 
clearly true in case (i). Thus in these cases ~(1 + aX) = 1 + a tr h modulo 
a’$ tr(S) and an argument of successive approximations shows that v( 1 + a,7) = 
1 + a tr 3. In case (iib) we now have ~(1 + aJ’) = 1 + a tr %?. 
Before we prove Theorem 4, it is in order to point out one of the parallels 
between this and the Mayer-Vietoris sequence method. Suppose, for example, 
in (16) that 9 = S?/pU, then we work with r@,)/~(l + p%?,) as opposed to 
K,(9). The former group is smaller and certainly easier to calculate. 
THEOREM 4. Let H, be the quaternion group of order 4~” (p an odd prime) 
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and let 9Yn be the order (a quoti& of HH,) 
59% = Z[u, 7 j uJJn = 1, 72 = -1, Y’fJ7 = u-l] 
then D(ZH,& is elementary of rank n as is the whole of D(9,J zf p is regular. 
(Gc,, denotes the 2-torsion part of an abelian group G.) 
Proof. Frohlich [6] h as already shown that D(~,&J , which is a homo- 
morphic image of D(ZH), is elementary of order 2”. We confine ourselves 
to showing that in general (resp., if p is regular) the 2-part of D(ZH,J (resp., 
the whole of D(3,)) is no bigger. 
Let S = Z[q] where 7 = yn is a pnth root of unity. Z is the twisted group 
ring S[T / Q-~ = -1, 7-l~~ = 7-11 with center R, the subring of S fixed under 
the action of 7. We have a Cartesian diagram 
(17) 
where maps send 7 to 7 and a, 7 to u or 7 as appropriate. The field F = RQ 
is totally real and ZQ is a totally definite quaternion algebra. Hence vXQ* = 
F*+, the totally positive elements of F. From [15, 3.101 (and, anyway, because 
2 is hereditary) 
VU,(~) = VU&F) = U,(R), 
whence 
Q(P) = R*+ and D(Y) = (0). 
From diagram (17) we see that the only prime we need to consider in applying 
sequence (14) is p. Denote completion at p by h and the prime of R over p by p. 
Now (1 - ~r)Sz a, where a = p(pn-1+1)/2, and tr(s) = a so +(9,, C@‘+r) 
contains 
V(1 + (1 - X-l) @,) 
which goes to 
V(1 + (1 - &@) > V(1 + a&) = 1 + a (by Proposition 2(i)) 
in VA?*. Putting this information in sequence (15) we deduce that ker[D(9,) -+ 
O(S,-,)I is a quotient of 
ME I?* 
R*T(l + 6)) ’ 
which is the cokernel of the natural map R*+ + R/a”. For p regular, the result 
of Galovich [8, Proposition 2.51 shows that the map R* + R/a” is surjective. 
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Hence, in this case, M is a quotient of R*/R*+, an elementary 2-group. But 
then M IS a quotient of (R/a);, , which is cyclic. Hence M has order 1 or 2. 
As D(GY’,) = D(H[i]) = (O}, we have j D(gJ\ < 2% as required. 
For general p, we know that the map R* -+ (R/a)& is surjective and similar 
reasoning shows that in any case Mc2) has order 2. 
Let SC, be 
S[T 1 7-%/T = 7-1, 7-4 = l], 
and Y be its quotient, 
S[, j T-17)7 = 7-1, 72 = l]. 
We have a Cartesian diagram 
ZH, -+ ZH,-, 
1 1 (18) 
SC, + F,H,-, 
(where 1F, is the field with p elements) which we examine presently. We first 
consider the diagram: 
SC, ----* .F 
1 i (19) 
2P --3 &/2se. 
.TQ is a matrix ring over F and so r(.TQ*) = F*. Reference [15, 3.101 
gives vlIz(Y) = U,(R) and so 
Q(Y) = R* and D(T) = (0). 
We view SC, as lying in Z @ T and aim to apply 15. Note that this inclusion 
becomes equality on completion except at 2. Using an overbar to denote com- 
pletion at 2, I.(SC,) C R @ 8. We claim that 
v(S~,*> ‘2 v(,5j[T2]*) ‘2 R[72]* “?!’ ((Y, s) E i?* x R* s.t. Y E s mod 2) 
= w, say. 
For a, b E S, the reduced norm sends a + b7 in 9 to aa’ - bbT and in 
Z@ to aa + bbT (see [15, Lemma 3.9]), whence for a, b E S[r2] the reduced 
norm sends a + b7 E SC, to uaT + ?bbT E R[T~]. Hence (i) follows from (ii). 
Note that (1 - TV)* = 2( 1 - 7”) and so 1 + (1 - ?)S C S[T*] * and 1 + 
(1 - T*)R L a[~~]*. Th e extension SIR is unramified and so the norm map 
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s* + R* is surjective and there is an (Y E s such that LY + a7 = I. Therefore 
Y(~[T~]*) = R[T~]* modulo 1 + (1 - r2)R and also 
V(1 + 2”(1 - 7”) W) == 1 + 2”(1 - 72)r + 22”-‘-‘(1 - T”) LYciV, 
for Y E R so that 
~(1 + 2”(1 - ~“)s) = 1 + 2’7 1 - r2)R modulo 1 + 2n+1(l - T~)R for all n > 0. 
Taking projective limits gives us (ii). 
Lastly, R[r2]* = R*(l + (1 - .r2)R) = ((u( 1 + 2r), u), u E R*, Y E R} = W’. 
Our claim is upheld. 
Now a(SC, ,X) = R*+(l + 2((O) @ R)) (only the prime 2 matters), and 
so sequence (15) becomes 
R*+(l + 2R) + P/R* -+ D(SC,) ---f 0, 
whence D(SC,) is isomorphic to coker[R* ---f R/2R*] which has order prime 
to 2 as 2 does not ramify in R. 
Except when the prime Q is 2, v(SC,),* = I(&~* x rQ*) = R,* x R,* 
Moreover, v(QSC,*) = F*+ x F* whence 
Q(SC,) = {(r, s) E R*+ x R* ! T ~5 s mod 2). 
For diagram (I 8), only the prime p matters in applying sequence (14) and 
$(ZH, , ZH,-,) contains 
(1 + (1 - @-I) &I,), 
which goes to 
V(1 + (1 - 71) SC,) > V(1 + a&) x V(1 + a4) = (1 + a> x (1 + cr), 
in v(sC,*). (Again we have used Proposition 2. Note that SC, = S@ @ 4.) 
Hence the kernel of the natural map 
is a quotient of the cokernel of 
or of 
where 
&WA) - (R/4* x VW*, 
Y - (R/a)*, 
Y={rER*+/r=~mod2withsER*ands= 1 modal. 
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Now 1 R*+/Y j is prime to 2, for if r E R*+ and r2 E Y then there is an s E A* 
such that s s 1 modulo a and r2 = s modulo 2; suppose 2h = 1 modulo 
1 R/2R* j then r z rzh 5 sh modulo 2 and sh -= 1 modulo a; so r E Y. Hence 
coker[Y ---f R/a*](,) is coker[R*+ + R/a*](,, which we have seen to be at 
most of order 2. 
We start an induction by observing that D(ZH,) = D(ZC,) = {0}, and the 
result follows. 
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